The new myCRETE X app!

Made with you. For you.

Our updated app was built by learning from companies and sites like yours - with simple, clear views of **real-time delivery tracking** and focused order information, helping to better organise and track the progress of your pours.
Key Features

Providing you with peace of mind in the moment of concrete delivery, while helping with day-to-day scheduling and decision making.

Real-time tracking

Locate trucks delivering concrete to your site, and follow your daily progress. The status, mix and real-time location of trucks can be displayed in a summary and map view.
Focused order information

Orders for today, tomorrow and up to 7 days from today can be viewed and confirmed in the app. Get the most important information at a glance or dive deeper to see all the details.

Your pours, organized

Manage and understand your projects and orders. Use the myCRETE X app to understand which projects, job sites and orders are currently in progress or on the horizon.
Getting started

**HOW TO DOWNLOAD**
Go to either the Google Play Store or Apple App Store and search for “myCRETE X”.

**SIGNING UP**
If you already have a myCRETE account, just use your current login credentials.

If you don’t have a myCRETE account, tap on “Create Account” to request access to your company’s order information.

**USE MYCRETE X**
Once you’re approved for access to myCRETE X, you’ll be able to see your projects, sites and deliveries in real time with detailed information as you want it.